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The search for new substrates that improve monolayer graphene
properties has been an intense focus of research since

graphene was first isolated in 2004.1 The nature of graphene,
a one atom-thick carbon membrane where each atom is
exposed to the external environment, makes it highly sensitive
to local surroundings, such as substrate curvature, screening, and
impurities.2,3 So far, graphene layers have been prepared on a
variety of substrates including SiC,4,5 metal surfaces,6,7 mica,8 and
SiO2.

1,9,10 In the case of SiO2, the most commonly used substrate
for graphene devices, it has been shown that the presence of
impurities induces charge density fluctuations that lead to a
reduction in electronic mobility.11 Suspension of graphene mem-
branes has been successfully used to remove the unwanted effects
of SiO2 substrates, but these devices are difficult to fabricate12

and to measure using scanning probe techniques (which require
mechanical stability).13 It is thus desirable to explore and dis-
cover new graphene substrates to attain improved graphene
qualities. One such substrate is hexagonal boron nitride (BN),
which has a large band gap (5.97 eV14), does not have dangling
bonds, is relatively inert, presents a low density of charged
impurities, and is flat. Transport experiments have shown that
graphene/BN has higher mobility than has been observed for
graphene/SiO2.

15,16,11 The local electronic structure of gra-
phene/BN, however, has not yet been explored.

Here, we report a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
study of the topographic and local electronic structure of graph-
ene monolayers placed on top of hexagonal BN substrates. We
observe directly that graphene/BN has significantly enhanced
local properties over graphene/SiO2. One example of this is a
dramatic decrease of roughness in the topography of graphene/
BN compared to graphene/SiO2. More importantly, we also

measure greatly improved local electronic properties for graphene/
BN, such as significantly reduced charge density inhomogeneity in
graphene/BN compared to graphene/SiO2. Whereas graphene/
SiO2 exhibits pervasive charge density fluctuations,

11,16 graphene/
BN has a much smoother electronic background with large areas
showing extremely low charge density inhomogeneity. Gate-
dependent STM spectroscopy of graphene/BN shows clear fea-
tures of electron�phonon and electron�electron coupling. Some
spectroscopic features are sharper and more clearly resolved for
graphene/BN than for comparable devices incorporating gra-
phene/SiO2.

Gated nanodevices incorporating graphene/BN heterostruc-
tures were integrated into a low-temperature ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) STM, as shown in Figure 1. BN flakes of average width
∼50 μm and many layers in height were deposited onto SiO2

by mechanical exfoliation from a commercial BN powder
(Momentive Inc.) and annealed at∼500 �C several hours in air.
A clean monolayer of CVD-grown graphene (see ref 17) was
subsequently placed on top of the SiO2/Si wafer decorated by
BN flakes. Multiple locations were examinated on three distinct
graphene/BN devices fabricated in this way. For each case, the
graphene layer is grounded via a gold/titanium electrode ob-
tained by e-beam evaporation on the graphene layer using a
shadow mask technique.10 The devices used in our experiments
allow a gate voltage to be applied between the graphene layer and
the Si electrode, thus enabling tuning of the charge carrier density
of graphene.10 All STM measurements were performed in UHV
conditions (p < 10�11 Torr) at 4.2 K in an Omicron LT-STM.
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ABSTRACT: The use of boron nitride (BN) as a substrate for graphene nanodevices has
attracted much interest since the recent report that BN greatly improves the mobility of
charge carriers in graphene compared to standard SiO2 substrates. We have explored the
local microscopic properties of graphene on a BN substrate using scanning tunneling
microscopy. We find that BN substrates result in extraordinarily flat graphene layers that
display microscopic Moir�e patterns arising from the relative orientation of the graphene
and BN lattices. Gate-dependent dI/dV spectra of graphene on BN exhibit spectroscopic
features that are sharper than those obtained for graphene on SiO2. We observe a
significant reduction in local microscopic charge inhomogeneity for graphene on BN
compared to graphene on SiO2.
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Completed devices were annealed several hours at ∼500 �C in
UHV before being transferred in situ to the STM for measure-
ment. Before all STM measurements, the PtIr STM tip was
calibrated by measuring the Shockley surface state of an inde-
pendent Au(111) crystal. STM topographs were acquired in the
constant current mode with the bias voltage, Vb, defined as the
voltage applied to the sample with respect to the STM tip. STM
dI/dV spectra were obtained by lock-in detection of the ac tunnel
current induced by a wiggle voltage (5�6mV rms, 350�500Hz)
added to Vb.

Atomically resolved STM topographs of graphene/BN are
shown in Figure 2. Graphene/BN is more locally stable than
graphene/SiO2 as evidenced by the fact that it can be imaged
with tunnel currents higher than 2 nA in contrast to graphene/

SiO2 devices which typically become unstable due to tip�surface
interactions for IT > 1 nA.13 This higher stability for graphene/
BN indicates more homogeneous bonding between graphene
and BN and an absence of small suspended graphene areas that
vibrate under the STM tip (as has been reported for graphene/
SiO2

13). The homogeneity of graphene/BN can also be seen by
the extremely flat graphene/BN images shown in Figure 2. The
four STM topographs of Figure 2 display differentMoir�e patterns
arising from a lattice mismatch between the graphene layer and
the underlying BN surface. The Moir�e patterns differ in their
lattice size and orientation with respect to the resolved graphene
lattice. This difference is attributed to different twisting angles
between the graphene and the underlying BN arising from
differently rotated graphene grains18,19 and/or different BN
crystallographic orientations within a single flake. Even though
the BN lattice is not visible, its twisting angle with respect to
graphene can be determined by considering the Fourier trans-
forms of the Moir�e pattern as shown in Figure 2e�h. Here the
outer spots show the graphene reciprocal lattice and the inner
spots indicate the Moir�e pattern reciprocal lattice (arrows in
Figure 2e). The relative orientation of the BN lattice can be
extracted from the relation between reciprocal vectors kBN =
kgraphene� kMoir�e and by assuming a 1.7% difference between the
lattice constants of graphene and BN.20 For a given kgraphene,
there is a unique relative orientation between the vectors kgraphene
and kMoir�e, which provides the vector modulus expected for kBN.
The relationship between these vectors is shown in Figure 2e.
The images in Figure 2 exhibit graphene�BN twisting angles of
θ = 21 ( 1� (Figure 2a), θ = 7 ( 1� (Figure 2b), θ = 4 ( 1�
(Figure 2c), and θ = 0 ( 1� (Figure 2d).

Graphene/BN is characterized by a strong reduction in rms
roughness compared to graphene/SiO2. The rms roughnesses
for the Moir�e patterns exhibited in Figure 2, for example, are
0.02 Å (Figure 2a), 0.04 Å (Figure 2b), 0.06 Å (Figure 2c), and
0.17 Å (Figure 2d). These roughnesses are much smaller than
the roughness typically measured for graphene/SiO2, which is

Figure 1. Optical image of graphene/BN device integrated into STM. A
CVD-grown graphene layer is mechanically placed over a BN flake set
upon a SiO2 substrate. The graphene is grounded via a gold/titanium
electrode. A back-gate voltage VG is applied to the doped Si electrode.

Figure 2. Graphene/BN surface topography. (a�d) The 20 nm� 20 nm constant current STM topographs at four different graphene/BN locations
show how the graphene/BN Moir�e pattern changes depending on the rotational orientation (θ) between graphene and the BN lattices (see text).
(a) IT = 0.1 nA,Vb = 0.15 V,VG =�25 V,θ = 21( 1�. (b) IT = 0.2 nA,Vb = 0.15 V,VG = 0V,θ = 7( 1�. (c) IT = 0.2 nA,Vb = 0.15 V,VG =�6 V,θ = 4( 1�.
(d) IT = 0.15 nA, Vb = 0.15 V, VG =�3 V, θ = 0( 1�. (e�h) Fourier transforms of the topographs (a�d). The outer spots show the graphene reciprocal
lattice, the inner spots show the graphene/BN Moir�e pattern reciprocal lattice.
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approximately 1.5�2.0 Å rms.10 The latter arises typically from
the corrugation of the amorphous underlying SiO2 substrate8

and is absent for the crystalline BN substrate. Figure 4a,b shows a
side-by-side topographical comparison of typical graphene cor-
rugations on a BN and SiO2 substrate,16 respectively, and
demonstrates the reduced roughness of graphene/BN over
large areas.

Figure 3 shows STM dI/dV spectra obtained on a graphene/
BN device using a set point of IT = 0.2 nA and Vb = 0.5 V. No
significant differences are observed in spectra obtained in this
way from different devices or from graphene regions displaying
different Moir�e patterns. Each spectrum was taken at a different
gate voltage, VG, and thus corresponds to a different charge
carrier density in graphene. Similar to previous reports for
graphene on SiC,5 SiO2,

10 and Pt(111)2, we observe a gaplike
feature of width ∼126 meV at the Fermi energy that does not
depend on the charge carrier density. This feature is attributed to
the opening of an inelastic tunneling channel via the excitation of
out-of-plane phonons at the K/K0 points of the graphene
reciprocal lattice.21,22,10

The Dirac point energy for each spectrum was extracted
from the local minimum in dI/dV (black dots in Figure 3a), as
calculated from a polynomial fit to the data.10 The energy of
the Dirac point versus the gate voltage is plotted in Figure 3b,
where the energy of the inelastic phonon excitation (63 meV)
has been subtracted.10 Points for ED close to the Fermi energy
are not shown due to the absence of a clear Dirac minimum in
those spectra because of the influence of the phonon feature in
this gate-voltage range. We fitted the Dirac point energy vs the
gate voltage with ED = pνF(πR|VG � V0|)

1/2 where e is the
electron charge, V0 is the gate-voltage offset of the neutral
point (V0 = 14.1 V for the data shown in Figure 3a), vF is the

Figure 3. Gate dependence of differential conductance (dI/dV) spectra.
(a) Typical STM dI/dV spectra of graphene/BN obtained with tunnel
junction impedance = 2.5 GΩ (set point: IT = 0.2 nA, Vb =�0.5 V). Black
dots mark minima in spectra used to extract the Dirac point energy (see
text). (b) Black dots: Dirac point energy vs gate voltage extracted from dI/
dV spectra (see text). The blue curve is a theoretical fit using the square-root
dependence of the Dirac point energy vs gate voltage.

Figure 4. Comparing topography and charge density for graphene/BN vs graphene/SiO2. (a,b) The 60 nm� 60 nm STM topographs of (a) graphene/
BN (IT = 0.2 nA, Vb = 0.25 V, VG = �6 V) and (b) graphene/SiO2 (IT = 0.02 nA, Vb = �0.225 V, VG = 15 V). Charge density maps obtained from
conductancemaps (see text) are shown for (c) graphene/BN (same area as in (a), acquired simultaneously) and (d) graphene/SiO2 (same area as in (b),
acquired simultaneously). The minima and maxima marked in the scales are the minima and maxima of the respective images.
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Fermi velocity (taken as 1.1 � 106 m s�1)10, and R is the
capacitance per area. From this fitting we deduce a smaller
value for R (3.0 � 1010 cm�2 V�1 for the data shown in
Figure 3a) than was previously seen for graphene/SiO2 using
similar Si wafers (7.1 � 1010 cm�2 V�1). This is consistent
with the reduction of capacitance expected due to the larger
distance between the graphene layer and the Si electrode
arising from the additional thickness of the BN flake. We find
that V0 and R vary for different measurements due to changes
in the work function of the STM tip23 as well as differences in
the thickness of different BN flakes used for different devices.
Our graphene/BN spectra (including the case where the twist
angle is θ ≈ 0�) do not display any obvious feature indicating
the opening of a gap at ED, as predicted to arise from the
breaking of equivalence between graphene atoms when it is
perfectly stacked on BN.20 We observe an enhancement in the
spectroscopic peak seen in the range �0.25 V < Vb < �0.1 V
for low gate voltages (�5 V < VG < 20 V) compared to
graphene/SiO2 devices.24 This spectroscopic feature was
explained previously as a result of manybody interactions in
graphene/SiO2.

24 The fact that it is more pronounced for
graphene/BN suggests a possible difference in electron�
electron interactions for graphene/BN compared to gra-
phene/SiO2 (such as might arise from variations in quasipar-
ticle scattering rates24).

Charge density inhomogeneities in graphene/BN are signifi-
cantly reduced compared to what is observed for graphene/SiO2.
This can be seen in the charge density maps of Figure 4c,d, which
were obtained simultaneously with the topographs in Figure 4a,b.
Here we have extracted the position-dependent density of charge
carriers, n(x,y), from the energy of the Dirac point, ED(x,y), as
follows: n(x,y) = ED2(x,y)/π(pνF)

2. ED(x,y) was measured at
different positions using a combination of spectral grids and
dI/dVmaps.16 Roughness in the graphene/BN charge density
for the surface shown in Figure 4c is 2.3 � 1010 e cm�2 rms.
Corresponding roughness in the graphene/SiO2 charge den-
sity map16 of Figure 4d is 8.2� 1010 e cm�2 rms, a significantly
higher value than found for graphene/BN. This suggests a
smaller density of charged impurities for the graphene/BN
system.16 We also note that no intravalley quasiparticle inter-
ference patterns25,26 were observed on pristine graphene/BN,
contrary to what is observed for graphene/SiO2,

16 again
consistent with a reduction in electronic scatterers for the
graphene/BN system.

In conclusion, our results show direct microscopic evidence
that graphene/BN improves graphene stability, roughness, and
intrinsic local electronic properties compared to graphene/SiO2.
The variable Moir�e patterns observed here might be exploited as
periodic potential networks for patterning atomic or molecular
adsorbates.7,27 The smaller charge fluctuations and reduced
scattering seen for graphene/BN show that BN substrates
provide a promising route for investigating the intrinsic local
behavior of graphene.
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